
How to encourage to students to res books?



Purpose: 
Tto hold various forms and methods of reading.
Tasks:
Encourage students to read fiction, take an interest in 
books.
Raise awareness, broaden horizons.
To develop self-expression, creativity.
Develop reading skills, expand vocabulary.



For read short teacher selected texts student ring stickers,o

collected required stickers quantity gets prize - opportunity

to pick up book of libraries.

Reading booklet



Science years at the beginning children gets worm smiley, o jo

body grew after reading book.

Worm



1.People is coming to accompany the sun and sako, 

when or eternal, because tomorrow ji again leisis, and

poryt, dusted, but at sunset sad, because they does not 

understand, when tomorrow bus already next sunset, o 

this - one the only one (p. 109).

2. Man it seems, when most importantly be selected. 

Here it is me I could to land ant many shrubs, but I 

chose this. Hence, he special. Ir at all does not matter, 

when he nothing is no different from others shrubs (p. 

78). 

Beautiful quotes blog



Students for reading lessons ar breaks years ring points (need to 
readat least 10 min., 10 min. - 5points). Accumulation points
changes to prizes. 

Points and prizes



“I grow reading vaisius "

Classa wooden poster. Poster depicted tree. Students nest book to
tree attached an apple, in which written books author, annotation
and is depicted books cover. Yes pat in an apple has be specified, 
who recommends to read specified book.





Everyone student brings one most liked book, to her signature

(pastes, puts tab) with 5-10 issues of books. Student, after reading

book, answers list to own reader blog. Peryears everyone child

has to read at least five friends submitted books. 

Books exchange



Books exchange

J. Tar "Owl dreams"

1) Whose hands blue apple sounded? 

Why?

2) From ko was made owl?

3) Why giria spoke only with I win?

4) What saved Flower The girl from wolf? Why?

5) What did hand while living only one

day?



Read animals

Students at home reads own animals and
later tells, how to them succeeded or to 
do. Students may reading process filmed
or take a picture.



Read with classes friend

Keli classes friends chooses to 
read one book and later share
impressions, how much pages
read, who students
interestedwhich actor most
liked and why and etc.



Reading environment
- Field (park).

- Library. Students one generation per month eina to library, in it
reads book friend with classes friends. Next option - students in the 
library presents own read book and making common poster “My 
books hero“.



Reading tower

Students per day at home reads 10 min. and
or notes at school building reading tower.

Reading conditions can to change who
month. For example:
- 1 months. students reads 10 min .;
- 2 months. students reads 10 min. and notes
ant leaflet most liked quote;
- 3 months. students reads 15 min. and notes
actor, with by which would like to meet and
why;
- 4 months. students reads 15 min. and
notes, what adventure experienced main
actors;
- 5 months. students reads 20 min. and
signature tris issues, intended for actors and
etc.



Teacher submits to read books series, the first after reading the 

whole books series, tampa kingdom and gets award. Gali be

collected at least three reading kings.

Reading the king



Tampu illustrator

You readThe characters in these books are illustrated by the 
students.



Notes
Illustrations used in the text:
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Pictures:
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unadorned References “5am system” p.1
Julia: “Children book selection rules. Why children
should to read? ”P.1, p.12, p 14.
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Quotes:

Aidas Jurašius "The World of Stones" p.109


